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Complete Works of William Shakespeare (Abridged)

The Complete Works of William Shakespeare (Abridged) tells the story of an 
eccentric theatre troupe who decide to attempt an unheard of feat: to perform all 38 
of Shakespeare’s plays in just 90 minutes. The troupe performs a series of hilarious 
parodies that take Shakespeare’s works to the very limit. With audience interaction, 
improv, countless characters, and a soundtrack like no other, this show is 
guaranteed to keep you laughing. The Park Players Theatre Company will be 
performing The Complete Works of William Shakespeare (Abridged) on March 10th, 
11th, 17th, and 18th in the Canton Little Theatre, with no show night exactly the 
same! Written by Mikah Quimby

Mamma Mia!

On April 7th, 8th, 14th, and 15th, the Park Players Theatre Company will be 
performing the fun jukebox musical “Mamma Mia!”. The story takes place on the 
Greek Island Kalokairi, where a young woman, Sophie Sheridan, will be getting 
married, but one guest is yet to be invited to the wedding, and that is her father. Due 
to her mother, Donna Sheridan, having a past with three specific men, the answer is 
not clear, so she decides to invite all three. Upon arrival of the three potential 
fathers, Donna gets hit with bittersweet nostalgia, and finding out who the real father 
is becomes progressively difficult for Sophie as she learns more about the three 
candidates. The musical includes multiple songs from the Swedish pop group ABBA, 
whose songs are quite the catch, We hope to see you when the performances of 
“Mamma Mia!” come around! Written by Malek Benedict-Blue
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Park Players Merch

Get ready park players! New merch 
on the way! This seasons merch has 
been created by Lily Rork who is 
apart of our very own thespian troupe. 
Prices will vary depending on how 
many shirts are sold. To get one of 
these amazing shirts, keep a lookout 
for the link on our pptc socials 
@parkplayerstc Instagram and twitter 
as well as The Park Players Theatre 
Company on Facebook. Written by Sydney 
Spencer

Logo Contest
The Park Players logo has been the same for 
as long as we can all remember. After almost a 
decade, it’s time to rebrand and add a new 
touch to the Park Players Theatre Company! 
We are teaming up with the art classes of 
Salem and with our own thespians, to hold a 
competition for the best new logo! Look out for 
this new attribute to PPTC coming soon! Written 
by Marissa Ohlsson

Sign Up For Crew

Our two new shows, Mamma Mia and The Complete Works of William Shakespeare 
(Abridged), are coming in the spring! Both shows need crew positions to be filled, 
especially The Complete Works, which is Ms. Mcnutt’s final show! You can find crew 
applications on the Park Players website under the auditions tab and get it turned in 
to either shows director! Crew is a great opportunity to be involved with our shows 
and we’d appreciate your help! Written by Cameron Smith

April 7, 8, 14, 15March 10, 11, 17, 18

Complete Works Of William
Shakespeare: Mar 10, 11, 17, 18
Mamma Mia!: Apr 7, 8, 14, 15
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